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LOOKING FOR SOMETHING DIFFERENT?

We are like no other furniture manufacturers. At Timberart, furniture isn’t manufactured. It is 
handmade by our incredibly skilled craftsmen. For over 15 years we have been designing and crafting 
the furniture for those who appreciate the finest quality and attention to detail accompanied with 
impeccable customer service and delivery. 
Using only the best timber from sustainable forest plantations producing a world class product direct 
from our Sunshine Coast factory.
Our measure of success is repeat business and referrals. We thrive on establishing long-term 
relationships and friendships built over the years with our clients. Timberart’s handcrafted furniture is 
backed with a 5 year written warranty that protects your investment. To protect against the Australian 
weather conditions, we only use true marine grade metals, marine grade runners , hardware and all 
the timber is finished with a unique Timberart sealant that protects from heat and moisture.

Matthew Crane, the designer of 
Timberart has accumulated an 
invaluable amount of knowledge 
over the years, travelling 
the world for inspiration. 
Dedicated to creating furniture 
that is just as unique as wood 
itself. Timber has been a 
part of his life, being a third 
generation handcraftsman.

His unique work is sought 
by professionals as well as 
individuals who appreciate 
elegant design, fine work, 
high quality materials and 
personalised service.

Design your living style.www.timberartfurniture.com.au

Sustainably renewable for the future

INVITE THE DESIGNER INTO YOUR HOME

Timberart’s service commences with an in-home consultation by our creative 
Designer to understand all your needs and requirements, to assess and advise on 
correct proportions and shapes of Timberart’s furniture for your home.

We advise and help with selections of colour for continuity throughout, portraying your ideas 
through “The Designer’s Eye” with the belief that simplicity is the truest form of sophistication.

We incorporate the in-home feel into unique furniture design solutions depicting 
detailed 3D designs with material samples and colour selections.



TOTAL CONCEPTS
Timberart Furniture offers an unsurpassed 
quality of products and services delivering a 
Total Concept of unique furnishings, creating 
designs to work with the architecture, 
colour palette and proportionate size of 
your home to suit your individual style. 

CONCEPT
TO

COMPLETION

simplicity 
is true 
sophistication
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true simplicity will 
be achieved by using 
scaled proportion of 
area, working with 
mono-chromatic tones 
and a less is more 
approach accent  on 
colours and features



a sense
of
space

create a designer entry 
that is a piece of art 
within itself, a beautiful 
feature with as much 
storage as you need

Set the tone for the rest of your home 
with a bespoke entry console made from 
the highest quality timbers. Designed to 
work with the interior of your home.

FIRST
IMPRESSIONS

LAST
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ENTERTAINMENT UNITS
To bespoke an entertainment unit or full wall 
unit is to create an anchor to your living area 
or media room, designed to work with the 
architecture, colour palette  and lay of the land 
whilst creating a proportionate feature of the area.

ENTERTAIN
THE

ILLUSION

the sense of 
weightlessness in large 
proportion furniture 
gives the area a 
peaceful, spacious 
feel and appearance

quality design
is truly timeless
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nights 
are to
dine for

set your theme with 
great cuisine and wine 
flowing and you could 
be anywhere in the 
world in the comfort 
of your own home

DESIGNER DINING
Timberart Furniture’s bespoke dining 
suites offer the  perfect depth seat, 
height of backs, posture support and 
comfort level so you are not looking 
for a place to move to after the meal. 
Timberart believes when you are 
entertaining family and friends it is 
more than likely around great food 
and the right atmosphere. So creating 
the perfect dining area is the centre 
pillar to your entertaining experience

THE MENU 
FOR

DESIGN
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bon
appetit

BESPOKE KITCHEN
Timberart recognises the 
kitchen is the hub of the 
home. So the experience of 
simplicity and organisation 
within your kitchen and pantry 
is key. Control the position of  
appliances and store things 
within reach. Together with 
you and Timberart’s Designers 
you can create your kitchen to 
cook and entertain with ease.

PERFECT 
THE

RECIPE
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DISPLAY CASE , BUFFETS AND 
COCKTAIL CABINETS

As we travel through life a collection of heirlooms from 
days gone by and memorabilia from life’s journeys around 
the world, we are left with many precious items. A bespoke  
display cabinet provides opportunity to showcase your 
memories or your collections. Contemporary storage for 
modern day dining/entertaining with durable serving surfaces. 
Timberart’s floating buffets allow you to store serving and 
dining items, whilst minimally furnishing the dining area.

MODERN
SILVER 

SERVICE

At the end of a day or 
during a get together 
over dinner, a fine wine 
or scotch really can 
enhance  the moment.

Maybe its a cocktail 
for a party or a quiet 
girls night. Timberart 
designers can create 
the ideal furniture piece 
to accommodate all 
your requirements.

time to       
wine
down



designed
for
order

organised, orderly,  
spacious and clean, 
design your office/  
study / library to 
suit your needs

BESPOKE OFFICE
Timberart Furniture creates an experience of 
simplicity and organisation within your home 
office or study. Control your cables and hide 
those ugly dust catching gadgets. Together with 
you and Timberart’s Designers you can create a 
place where you enjoy working and love to be.

OPTIMISING
THE

OFFICE
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MASTER BOUDOIR

Create an elegant ambience with real 
substance to your place of total escape. Using 
a balanced amount of tactile fabrics, with the 
inclusion of natural timbers and a tone on tone  
colour palette to all finishings then partnered 
with the perfect amount of light your Bespoke 
Bedroom is the epitome of intimacy.

BEAUTY
FOR

SLEEPING

selecting natural textiles 
and materials with an 
organic  nature that 
announces superlative 
quality with an 
understated elegance

understating
the        
elegance



notion
of 
vanity

the ability to set your 
own level of comfort 
without compromising 
on the cool clean 
lines of contemporary 
design is the true zenith 
of contentment

DESIGNER WARDROBES
Create a purely functional meticulously crafted 
wardrobe. Visual appeal and functionality are 
key elements of our designs. Our bespoke 
wardrobe design’s enhance the layout of all 
your garments for easy vision and access
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CONTEMPORARY 
FASHION

 TO WEAR

,,

dressed
to 
impress
walk in or slide to open , 
to accomplish organisation 
from shoe storage to 
hand bag niches.

Place your watches and 
personal affects  in their 
own drawer. A wardrobe 
where no space is wasted.
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notion
of 
vanity

the ability to set your 
own level of comfort 
without compromising 
on the cool clean 
lines of contemporary 
design is the true zenith 
of contentment

BESPOKE VANITIES
Designed for everyday function. 
Incorporating durable and natural 
surfaces, paired with fully integrated 
storage without compromising on 
sophisticated contemporary design.
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FORM
MEETS

FUNCTION

notion
of 
vanity

the ability to set your 
own level of comfort 
without compromising 
on the cool clean 
lines of contemporary 
design is the true zenith 
of contentment
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FORM
MEETS

FUNCTION



We work hand in hand with the world’s best designer - nature! 

Everything we do, we do with passion. Everything we make, we make from pure 

natural timber.

The understanding of how precious wood is something we incorporate into our 

production.

Pure natural wood not only creates pleasant surroundings, but also a healthy living 

environment. It regulates the air humidity in living spaces and neutralise’s. Natural 

wood helps protect the environment by absorbing C02 and thus contributes to 

reduction of emissions.

TIMELESS Our furniture transcends fashion and will never lose its appeal.

SIMPLICITY Contemporary simplicity in design and execution.

FUNCTIONALITY Optimum functionality and uncompromising choice of materials.

INNOVATION The focus is on ground-breaking and visionary product development.

100% AUSTRALIAN HANDCRAFTED

BESPOKE DESIGNER FURNITURE & INTERIORS

5 YEAR WARRANTY

Timberart Furniture Design Centre: 2/42 Enterprise Street, Kunda Park Qld 4556 Australia

    T: 07 5477 1460   |   F: 07 54771463   |   info@timberartfurniture.com.au


